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Simple Past Tense Activities 

 

Look at the Simple Past Tense – Regular Verbs PowerPoint. 

Listen to and practise saying the words. If you cannot hear the 

words, use Google Translate. 

 

The talking/writing frame can help you with the following 

activities. 

 

1. Use the cards for a matching activity. Turn the cards 

over so you can’t see them. Turn over two cards; if they 

match you can keep the cards. You can change the rules 

so that you have to say the verbs in the present and past 

tense, or that you have to say (or write) a sentence for 

them. 

2. Play a role play game. Sit a toy like a doll or a teddy on a 

chair and take turns to say what the toy did yesterday. 

Example: ‘Yesterday Tom the teddy jumped off the wall.’ 

You can use the talking/writing frame to help you, and you 

could change the ending to something else you are 

practising or have learned. Example: ‘Yesterday Tom the 

teddy jumped off the wardrobe. Last week Tom the 

teddy walked to the bathroom.’  

3. You can also play the role play game by saying sentences 

yourself. Example: ‘What did you do last week?’ ‘Last 

week I watched television.’ The talking/writing frame will 

help you put sentences together. You can make them 

longer by adding phrases with a conjunction (and, but, so, 

because), and you can change the endings to practise 

words you have learned. Example: ‘What did you do last 

week?’ ‘Last week I watched television and I played a 

game.’ 

4. You could also write a diary for your toy or for yourself, 

writing sentences and drawing pictures. 

5. Play the board game! 
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Matching cards. 

  

walked 

jumped 

asked 

helped 

enjoyed 

whispered 

worked 

shouted 

watched opened 
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Instructions for game. 

 

1. You need a counter for each player and a dice, or a dice 

app on your phone. 

2. Put your counters on start, throw the dice and move 

round the board. 

3. When you land on a word you have to say the past tense 

of the verb. To make it harder you can say it in a 

sentence. The talking/writing frame can help you. 

4. If you get it wrong you miss a turn. If you get it right you 

move on a space. 

5. If you land on a free space you can choose to use one of 

the words you have practised OR a word from the free 

word bank. These are regular past tense, so they just add 

–ed to make them past tense. You can spell them or say 

them, Google translate can help you to say them 

correctly. 

6. If you land on a free space and you get it right, you can 

move on two spaces. 

7. The winner is the first to get to the FINISH space. 
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START 

FINISH 

walk jump ask help 

open 

enjoy 

whisper work shout 

watch 

enjoy open 
help 

shout 

ask jump 

FREE FREE 

FREE FREE 

FREE FREE 

Free word bank. 

start   count 

visit   dress 

add   happen 

boil   kick 

call   need 

 

 


